
Our company is looking for an analyst, infrastructure. If you are looking for an
exciting place to work, please take a look at the list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for analyst, infrastructure

Administration - Coordinate routine updates to the detailed information
supporting the Disaster Recovery Procedures (e.g., contact lists, personnel
assignments, hardware and software specifications, network diagrams, vital
records management and inventory lists, offsite back-up schedules)
Participates fully as an effective team member and is capable of performing
any role on the team including team leader as required
May participate on multiple teams
Assumes some responsibility for own teaming ability strengthening the ability
of others
Participates on projects as a team member or facilitates/leads group
meetings or teams in applying technology to meet specific business needs,
works on more difficult tasks, provides work direction and is a backup for
other project leaders
Establishes and implements project measurement techniques
Provide research and analytical support to critical infrastructure incident
response activities led by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Office
of Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis (OCIA), Analysis Section
Support infrastructure assessments, analytic agenda development efforts,
and assigns relative levels of importance to infrastructure resources in
coordination with Federal Leads
Support a Team of Analysts responsible for the analysis of infrastructure
vulnerabilities and consequences of incidents that may occur or have
occurred to critical physical and or cyber infrastructure within specific sectors
(such as Energy, Water & Wastewater, Health and Public Health, and Financial
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Perform accounting review for datacenter related purchases, including
operating vs

Qualifications for analyst, infrastructure

Experience with integration, unit and regression testing
Proficient in MS Office tools - advanced data analysis with Microsoft Excel
Working knowledge of statistical concepts such as deviation, confidence limit,
and significance
Working knowledge of query languages, API’s, data pipelines
ServiceNow reporting experience a plu
Provide responsive, professional support that is reflective of a culture of
respect and exceptional service


